Abstract. We consider the generalizations of cones and abstract families of languages in continuous semirings and exhibit their relation with respect to automata of certain types.
Introduction
In Kuich [7] , the notions of "abstract family of languages" (briefly AFL) and "abstract family of power series" (briefly AFP) were generalized to "abstract family of elements" (briefly AFE, also called AFL-semiring). In Earner, Kuich [5] some definitions of Kuich [7] were altered in such a manner that AFE theory appears now as a genuine generalization of AFL theory.
We first state and prove a result due to Karner, Kuich [6] : The AFE generated by some family of elements 9t coincides with the rational closure of the cone generated by 9tU{l}. A similar result is wellknown in AFL theory.
In Section 2 we present the main result of our paper. Assume that a cone coincides with the collection of the behaviours of all T-automata for some type T. Then we construct a type T from this type T such that the AFE generated by this cone coincides with the collection of the behaviours of all T-automata. In an example, our results are then applied to the types "restricted one counter" and "one counter".
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with semiring theory. Notions and notations that are not defined are taken from Kuich [8] .
In the sequel, A will always be a continuous semiring. This is a complete and naturally ordered semiring such that, for all index sets I and all families (a* | i 6 I) the following condition is satisfied:
Here "sup" denotes the least upper bound with respect to the natural order (see Goldstern [3] , Sakarovitch [10] , and Karner [4] ).
A subset A of A is called fully rationally closed if for all a £ A, we have a* := Si>o € A. By definition, the rational closure JHat{A') of A' is the smallest fully rationally closed subsemiring of A containing A' C A.
Given A' C A, we define [A'} C A to be the least complete subsemiring of A that contains A'. The semiring [A'} is called the complete semiring generated by A'. Each element a of [A'\ can be generated from elements of A! by multiplication and summation (including "infinite summation"):
where I is an index set, aij £ A' and n* > 0. From now on, A' will be a fixed subset of A with 0,1 £ A'. Moreover, we assume that \A'\ = A. Furthermore we make the notational convention that all sets Q, possibly provided with indices, are finite and nonempty, and are subsets of some fixed countably infinite set Q^ with the following property: Corollary 2 will state a connection between 9Jt(iH) and 3"(iK), where SH is an i>A'-family of elements. It is a generalization of Corollary 1 of Theorem 3.4.1 of Ginsburg [2] , of Theorem VI.4.10 of Berstel [1] and of Theorem 11.30 of Kuich, Salomaa [9] . A theorem is needed before this result.
Proof. Since 93T(9i U {1}) contains 0 and 1 we can use the generalization of Kleene's Theorem, Theorem 4.10 of Kuich [8] . Hence, for a given a e 9tat(./Vf(iKU {1})) there exists a finite M(VK U {l})-automaton 21 = (Q,M,S, P) such that ||2l|| = a. In particular, we have M quq2 , S q , P q G MffiU {1}) for all qi,q2,q G Q-Given any complete A'-rational semiring morphism h : A -• A® in f), we infer by Theorem 7.9 of Kuich [8] 
CoroHary 4.9 of Kuich [8] proves that ||T||(a) is in Xai(m(iRl) {1})).
• COROLLARY 2. Let ^fK be an Sj-A'-family of elements. Then
Corollary 2 is originally due to Karner, Kuich [6] . For reasons of completeness we have included the proof of Theorem 1.
An automata-theoretic characterization of cones and their abstract families of elements
In this section we show the relation of .ft-A'-cones and abstract SJ-A'-families of elements as stated in the Introduction.
To increase the readability of our paper we repeat the definitions of a type T, a T-matrix, a T-automaton and the automaton representing T as given in Kuich [7, 8] and Karner, Kuich [5] .
In A type is a quadruple
(.R T ,A T ,T,7T T ),
where (i) Tx is the set of storage symbols, (ii) Ax C {a | a £ A'} U Z is the alphabet of instructions, (iii) T £ (N 00 {Ax}) rixr^ is the type matrix, (iv) 7Tx £ Tx is the initial contents of the working tape.
In the sequel we often speak of the type T if JV, Ax and itx are understood. Observe that IT and TTT are determined by T. The behaviour of the Tautomaton 21 is given by \m = S(m% t<£ P-
We define now the set fKat T (A') = {||2l|| | 21 is a T-automaton} C A.
Observe that in the definitions of a T-matrix, of a T-automaton and of The next theorem shows that the collection of the behaviours of all Tautomata for some type T is an i>A'-cone. It combines Theorem 4.5 of Kuich [7] and Theorem 6 of Kuich, Karner [5] . is in Sj, the monoid morphism h'oh : A* -> A^ *Q)*(Q *Q) is again compatible with A.
We prove now that the behaviour of the T-automaton 21' = (Q' x
Q,r T , (h' o h)(T), S'h'(S), 7r T , h'(P)P')
is equal to ||T||(||2l||):
\m\ = s'h'(S)((h' oh)(Tyu tE h'(P)P' = = S'h'(S(h(T)% T>£ P)P'
= 5'V(||a||)P' = = 11*11(11*11). Hence, fHatx(A') is closed under fj-A'-rational transductions. By Theorem 6 of Karner, Kuich [5] , VKal^A') is an j>A'-family of elements. Hence, StatT(A') is an f)-A'-cone.
• Since Diaij(A') is an fj-A'-cone there exists an fj-A'-family of elements SK C 9tat T (A') generating 9iai T (A'). 
JH C 9tat T (A') such that SHat T (A') = 9Jt(9t).
We now want to characterize the ii-A'-AFE that is generated by 9tatx(-4') for some type T by a type T that is constructed from T. This means that we will construct a type T such that iJiaif(A') = ^SKat^A')).
Given a type T, the type T is defined as follows: .Ty = iy U {p}, A? = At U {z°,zi,z2}, TTJ = £, and T £<£ -z°, T £iVrT p = z\, T ?i£ = Z2, T^p^p = T Wl >ir2 for 7Ti, 7T2 G Jy, while all the other entries of T are equal to zero. Here p is a new storage symbol and z°, z\, zi are not contained in AtObserve that this type T is a restart type. Hence, by Theorem 6 of Earner, Kuich [5] , JftatT(A') is an fj-A'-AFE. We will show that Stal^A') =
Z(Xat T (A')).
Assume that the fi-A'-cone 9taiT(A') is generated by iH C 9iaiy(A'), i. e., 9tat T (A') = <DT(9t). Then we obtain
Here the second equality follows by Corollary 2 and the third equality by the closure of Sj under functional composition. Hence, to achieve our main result, we have to show that 9tatf(A') = SHoi(QJl(5R) U <Kat(A')) if JRatT(A') = 0H(9t). Hence, a is in 9<tat({||2li||,..||2l'J} U 9tat(A')) and there exists a finite {piU,..., ||2l' fc ||} U 9tat(A')-automaton 21 = (Q,M,S,P) with ||2l|| = a.
We now will construct a T-automaton 2t that is equivalent to 21, i. e., 11*11 = 11*11 = « 91 = (Q, r T , h(f), S, e, P), where h'k o hk is again in fi. We observe that h(a), a € A, is a blockdiagonal matrix according to the partition of Q into Q and Q'm x Qm x {g}, q G Q, 1 < m < k; that h(a)(Q,Q) = hQ(a), h(a)(Q'm xQmx {g}, Q'mxQmx {q}) = h'mohm(ay, and that h,Q, h\ 0 hi,..., h'k o hk are compatible with Sj. Since, furthermore, the entries of h(z°), h{z\) and h(z2) are in y\at{A'), we infer that h is compatible with 9).
We now consider the matrix M = h(T) G of type f. We partition Q into Q and Q'm x Qm x {g}, q G Q, 1 < m < k, and consider the blocks of M according to this partition: ? € Q, 1 < m < Before we prove ||2l|| = ||Ql || = a we have to perform some computations:
(i) (f%£ = (z° + by Theorem 2.5 of Kuich [8] .
(ii) Since h is a complete semiring morphism, the equality in ( Stat^A') C «Rat(aH(«R) U «Rat(A')).
Proof. Let a £ «Ratr(A'). Then there exists a T-automaton 21 = 0Q,r T ,h{T),S,e,P) such that a = ||2l|| = S(h(T)*) £ , £ P.
Analogous to the computations in the proof of Theorem 5, we obtain
(h(T)*) e , e = (h(z°) + h{z 1 )h((T*) VT , e )h(z 2 ))\
Since the entries of /I((T*)^T iE ) are in «Ratx(A') and the entries of h(z°), h(zi) and h(z 2 ) are in «Rat(A'), we infer that the entries of (h(T)*) £i£ are in «Rat(«Rat T (A') U iRat(A')) = «Rat(0K(«R) U «Rot(A')). Hence, a = ||2l|| e iRat(att(«R)U«Rat(A')).
• Eventually, Theorems 5 and 6 imply our main result.
COROLLARY 7. Let T be a type and assume that «Ratr(A') = 271(91) for some Sj-A'-family of elements «R. Then «Rat T (A') = ff(«Rat T (A')) = «Rat(«Rat T (A') U «Rat(A')).
EXAMPLE. We generalize the one counter languages (see Berstel [1] , Section VII.4) to continuous semirings.
We first define the types roc (restricted one counter) and oc (one counter). The type roc is given by ({p}, {z PiP 2, z PiP , z Pi£ }, roc,p), where the non-null entries of roc are roc p 7> p »+i = z PtP 2, roc p » iP n = z PtP , roc p n p n-i = z p>£ , for n > 1. The type oc is given by ({p}, {z £i£ , z PiP Denote «Roc(A') = <Rat roc (A') and Dc(A') = «Rato C (A'). It is easily shown that the type roc is equivalent to the type oc. Hence, we infer by Corollary 7 that Oc(A') = 5"(«Roc(A')). Since iKoc(A') is a cone by Theorem 3 and contains iRat(A'), we obtain by Corollary 2 Dc(A') = <Rat(«Roc(A')).
These considerations generalize Theorems VII.4.3 and VII.4.4 of Berstel [1] .
Specializing these results to power series, we obtain = ?(A roc {{^}}) = «Rat( A roc {{ }}).
